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Use of PML Absorbing Layers for the Truncation of
the Head Model in Cellular Telephone Simulations
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Abstract—An efficient implementation of the perfectly matched
layer (PML) boundary has been used to truncate a 3-mm res-
olution head model used for cellular telephone simulations. An
extensive analysis of the model truncation effects along all three
axes has been performed. A basic observation is that a considerable
fraction of the power radiated by a cellular telephone is absorbed
in the proximal ear region, and there is no interest for safety
certification and antenna design in retaining electromagnetic-field
information in the weakly exposed regions. We have progressively
reduced the finite-difference time-domain space in the ear-to-ear,
back-to-front, and bottom-to-top directions by embedding the
weakly exposed sides of the head in the PML layers. Results show
that, at the lower frequency of 835 MHz, only truncations in the
ear-to-ear direction is appropriate for specific-absorption-rate
(SAR) accuracy. However, at the personal communication system
frequency of 1900 MHz, 1- and 10-g SARs within 1% of accuracy
can be obtained by retaining just 4% of the original volume of the
head model. This method indicates that high-resolution cellular
telephone simulations can be performed with tremendous savings
in execution times and memory requirements. All of the SAR
results presented in this paper have been obtained with a laptop
computer, and execution times as low as 1 min have been obtained
for the fully optimized simulations at 1900 MHz. Furthermore,
it is shown that by using a truncated half-model, it is possible to
obtain accurate radiation patterns at both frequencies of 835 and
1900 MHz. Since both the SAR evaluation and radiation pattern
calculation are needed for new antenna design, this should result
in a highly efficient algorithm for electromagnetic design of new
personal wireless devices.

Index Terms—Cellular telephone, dosimetry, electromagnetic-
field effects, FDTD methods.

I. INTRODUCTION

NUMERICAL simulations are routinely used to determine
whether cellular telephones comply with current Amer-

ican National Standards Institute (ANSI)/IEEE safety standards
[1]. Recently, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC)
has started to require that every new cellular telephone be tested
for compliance with the FCC Safety Guidelines [2].

The finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method [3]–[5] is
the preferred numerical technique for cellular telephone simu-
lations since it allows the inclusion of arbitrarily heterogeneous
objects in the region to be simulated. Therefore, several authors
have developed and successfully used highly realistic hetero-
geneous human head models for cellular telephone simulations
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[6]–[10]. These models are characterized by resolutions as low
as 1 mm, and as many as 32 tissue types have been identified.
Moreover, computer-aided design (CAD) files such as Pro-En-
gineer have been used to improve the realism in the modeling
of the device [11], [12].

The major drawbacks of these simulations are the execution
time and computer memory requirements. Several authors have
proposed methods to reduce memory requirements, or execu-
tion times, or both, but all the presented methods need special
modifications of the computer code.

Okoniewski et al. [13] introduced a subgridding method
suitable for representing with high resolution the regions of
maximum absorption, and lower resolution the regions where
the electromagnetic coupling is weak. In this approach, the
major drawback is the need to implement the subgridding
scheme in the FDTD code. Therefore, while the method is
extremely useful in cases where is necessary to model the entire
domain, for cellular telephone certification, it is not extremely
handy since the real interest for compliance testing is only in
the 1- and 10-g average specific absorption rates (SARs) of
power.

Lazzi and Gandhi [9] have previously developed a trunca-
tion scheme that requires minimal modifications to any FDTD
codes, and it performs well. The drawback of this method, how-
ever, is the need to run two simulations in sequence to obtain
exact results in the entire modeled region. Moreover, since the
method uses symmetry principles, the head model can be trun-
cated only in the ear-to-ear direction.

Tinniswoodet al. [12] introduced an expanding grid method
for accurate modeling of the region of interest (ear) and increas-
ingly coarser modeling of the weakly exposed regions of the
human head. The method is very efficient, but it still requires
the uncoupled regions to be retained. It can be combined with
the truncation method presented in [9], but, once again, because
of the symmetry requirement, the head model can only be trun-
cated in the ear-to-ear direction.

In this paper, we investigate the use of the perfectly matched
layer (PML) absorbing layers [14] for the purpose of truncating
the head model. The unsplit step formulation in [15] has been
implemented, and the possibility of truncating the head model
in all the directions has been carefully considered. The imple-
mented absorbing boundary conditions (ABCs) allowed trunca-
tion in the ear-to-ear direction , back-to-front direction ,
and bottom-to-top direction , thereby leaving just a small per-
centage of the volume of the original head model for simula-
tion. No reflections from the interfaces between the head model
and the absorbing PML layers have been observed. While at
the lower frequency of 835 MHz, truncations other than in the
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ear-to-ear direction did not provide extremely accurate results,
at 1900 MHz, just a small volume beyond the ear region was
found to be adequate to obtain accurate results for SAR distri-
butions and peak 1- and 10-g SARs.

This allowed us to perform the simulations on a laptop
computer equipped with a Pentium II processor, obtaining
outstanding performance for both execution times and memory
usage.

Furthermore, it is shown that by using only a half-truncated
head model it is possible to achieve accurate radiation patterns
at both 835 and 1900 MHz. Therefore, when a complete charac-
terization of the handset performance is needed, it is possible to
use the proposed approach with a considerable saving for SAR
evaluation and a more limited saving for radiation pattern cal-
culation in both execution time and memory requirements.

II. FDTD IMPLEMENTATION AND HEAD MODEL

The FDTD code needs to be implemented slightly differently
to account for the PML layers according to the formulation pre-
sented in [15]. In fact, instead of calculating only the electric
(E) and magnetic (H) fields as in the simplest FDTD scheme,
in this formulation, the electric displacement fieldD must also
be computed. Therefore, there is a slight general increase of
memory usage (due to three additional arrays corresponding to
the three components of theD field that must be stored and ad-
ditional matrices necessary in the PML region) and execution
time (three additional components that need to be calculated).
However, the advantages are the outstanding performance of
the PML boundary conditions and the possibility of terminating
without reflections any materials. This formulation is basically
equivalent to that proposed by Gedney [16], which presents an
anisotropic PML for the FDTD method that uses the classicalE
andH update scheme.

The implementation of the PML withD andH fields has the
advantage of making the PML completely independent to the
background medium, and separate from any real conductivity
in the FDTD domain. Moreover, frequency-dependent proper-
ties can be assigned with minimal modifications to the code.
The method can be implemented by adding fictitious dielectric
constants and permeabilities and that are not related
to the real values of used for specifying the materials in the
FDTD space. Following closely the theory in [15], and taking
into account the conditions on the fictitious dielectric constants
given in [17], the -field component can be derived, for ex-
ample, from the following equation:

(1)

where ( , , or ) are fictitious conductivities. Equa-
tion (1) can be rewritten as

(2)

with

(3)

and

(4)

which is an integration in the time domain.
In finite-difference formulation, (2)–(4) can be written as fol-

lows:

(5)

(6)

(7)

where the coefficients are defined as

(8)

In (8), has been found empirically and it is given by

(9)

Similar equations can be derived for all the other field com-
ponents.

The 1- and 10-g SARs have been calculated with a post-pro-
cessing routine. The algorithm scans each cell of the model
and expands in the shape of a cube around the considered cell.
Boundaries of the head model are identified so that the 1- or 10-g
cubes are within the head model, in the sense that each face of
the cube contains at least one cell of the model.

The input power has been calculated by using the discrete
Fourier transform (DFT) of the input voltage and current, and
the obtained value is compared with the sum of radiated and
absorbed power to assure for the convergence of the code.

The head model has been derived from a 22 3 mm
resolution anatomically based model, obtained from the mag-
netic resonance imaging (MRI) scans of a male volunteer. The
original whole-body model described in [6] has been classified
into 31 tissue types, 16 of which are present in the human head
model. The dielectric properties used for the various classified
tissues are the same as reported in [6]. To simplify the present
calculations, the model has been resampled with a resolution
of 3 mm , which is still adequate for SAR calculations at the
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cellular telephone frequencies of 835 and 1900 MHz. The re-
sampling algorithm first subdivides the model to a resolution of
1 mm, and then it groups 27 cells at the time to create the 3-mm
resolution model by majority of the tissues present in each sub-
volume of 27 cells.

Another anatomically based model with a resolution of less
than 1 mm is also available [11], but it has not been used for the
purpose of illustrating the present truncation method.

III. D ESCRIPTION OF THECONSIDEREDCASES

First, the complete head model simulation has been run to
obtain the correct results at the irradiation frequencies of 835
and 1900 MHz, typical of today’s cellular telephones. For the
purpose of this paper, the telephones have been modeled by
using a plastic-covered metal box of dimensions 2.45.4
15 cm equipped with a antenna. The plastic cover is 3-mm
thick and its electrical properties are . The
antenna has been placed on the top of the telephone at a dis-
tance of 3 mm from the distal surface and 3 mm from the front
side. To understand the capability of the PML layers to terminate
the head model, we have progressively limited the FDTD space
in the ear-to-ear direction (-direction) by gradually immersing
the uncoupled side of the head into the PML layers. Later, we
have gradually reduced the back to front size of the FDTD space
( -direction) by progressively immersing the back and the nose
and eyes of the head model into the absorbing layers. Lastly,
in some cases, we have reduced the bottom-to-top size of the
FDTD space (-direction) by removing as many layers as per-
mitted by the physical extent of the antenna from the top of the
head model. This has been possible due to the particular imple-
mentation of the PML boundaries that allows immersing parts
of the head model into the absorbing layers, regardless of their
dielectric constants.

In this way, we have progressively reduced the-direction
of the head model from 69 to 19 cells (73% reduction) and in
the -direction from 76 to 30 cells (61% reduction). However,
since we have used a six-layer PML boundary, the actual number
of cells used for the SAR computation is 13 in the-direction
( , 81% reduction) and 18 in the-direction ( ,
76% reduction). The-direction has been reduced by 0%–18%,
depending upon the length of the antenna.

Overall, the original head model composed by 445 740 cu-
bical cells has been progressively reduced down to a minimum
of 39 900 cells model, corresponding to a volume saving of ap-
proximately 91%. Considering, as mentioned above, that six
cells of the head model in the-direction and 12 cells of the
head model in the-direction were actually unused in the SAR
computation since they were immersed in the PML layers, the
actual numbers of cells for the truncated head model is as low
as 16 380. This corresponds to a reduction in the volume of the
head model by as much as 96%.

IV. SAR RESULTS

Tables I and II show the actual 1-g average SARs values ob-
tained at the two considered frequencies of 1900 and 835 MHz,
respectively, for some of the considered truncated models.
The radiated power is 125 mW at 1900 MHz and 600 mW at

TABLE I
1-g AVERAGE SARS IN WATTS PERKILOGRAM FOR THE HUMAN HEAD

MODEL FOR THEASSUMEDCELLULAR TELEPHONEUSING A �=4 ANTENNA.
FREQUENCY= 1900 MHz. RADIATED POWER= 125 mW. TRUNCATION FOR

THE x-DIRECTION ALONE GIVES A MAXIMUM ERROR OF0.6%. THE

MAXIMUM ERROR FORALL THE CONSIDEREDCASES IS0.8%

TABLE II
1-g AVERAGE SARS IN WATTS PERKILOGRAM FOR THE HUMAN HEAD

MODEL FOR THEASSUMEDCELLULAR TELEPHONEUSING A �=4 ANTENNA.
FREQUENCY= 835 MHz. RADIATED POWER= 600 mW. TRUNCATION

FOR THEx-DIRECTION ALONE GIVES A MAXIMUM ERROR OF1.6%.
THE MAXIMUM ERROR FORALL THE CONSIDEREDCASES IS22%. THE

MAXIMUM ERRORS AREOBTAINED FOR MODELS C FOR THEy-DIRECTION

(61% TRUNCATION IN THE y-DIRECTION)

835 MHz, and the antenna length is in both cases. We also
give in the same table the truncation percentage in the- and
-directions, as well as the nomenclature used to identify each

of the truncated models. We will refer in some of the presented
results as relative to models identified by two letters, related to
the - and -truncations, respectively. For example, according
to the nomenclature used in Tables I and II, the model “AB”
refers to a model truncated by 67% in the-direction and 37%
in the -direction, respectively.

As shown, at the lower frequency of 835 MHz, truncations
of the head model in the-direction (back-to-front) that exceed
30% causes the error to increase considerably. In this case, re-
sults accurate to within 1% have been obtained for all the con-
sidered truncation in the-direction (ear-to-ear direction), down
to retain only 19% of the head model. However, truncations in
the -direction give progressively increasing error (up to 22%)
at the frequency of 835 MHz, which suggests that, for this fre-
quency, it is not desirable to truncate the head model by more
than 30% in the -direction. We attribute this to the fact that, at
this frequency, the actual shape of the head in proximity to the
ear region affects the radiation from the cellular telephone and
its radiated power.

Remarkably, at the higher frequency of 1900 MHz, truncation
in both - and -directions resulted in extremely accurate results
since the absorbed power is extremely concentrated in the ear
region and a very small volume behind it. Truncations up to 81%
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Fig. 1. x–y cross section of the SAR distribution in the human head model for the: (a) full model and truncated models: (b) “Af,” (c) “Cf,” and (d) “CC” at the
frequency of 1900 MHz for a layer that is 6 mm below the antenna feed-point.

TABLE III
10-g AVERAGE SARS IN WATTS PERKILOGRAM FOR THE HUMAN HEAD

MODEL FOR THEASSUMEDCELLULAR TELEPHONEUSING A �=4 ANTENNA.
FREQUENCY= 1900 MHz. RADIATED POWER= 125 mW. TRUNCATION FOR

THE x-DIRECTION ALONE GIVES A MAXIMUM ERROR OF0.4%. THE

MAXIMUM ERROR FORALL THE CONSIDEREDCASES IS1.5%

in the -direction and up to 76% in the-direction did not affect
the accuracy of the results for the 1-g SARs. Tables III and IV
show the 10-g average SARs for the same set of 12 truncated
head models. Accuracies similar to those of Tables I and II have
been obtained in these cases as well.

Fig. 1 shows an – cross section of the SAR distribution
in the human head model for the full model [see Fig. 1(a)] and
truncated models [see Fig. 1(b)–(d)] at the frequency of 1900
MHz for a layer that is 6 mm below the antenna feed point.
The truncated models are, respectively: “Af” [67% truncation
in the -direction and 0% in the -direction, Fig. 2(b)], “Cf”
[81% truncation in the -direction and 0% in the -direction,
Fig. 2(c)], and “CC” [81% truncation in the-direction and 61%

TABLE IV
10-g AVERAGE SARS IN WATTS PERKILOGRAM FOR THE HUMAN HEAD

MODEL FOR THEASSUMEDCELLULAR TELEPHONEUSING A �=4 ANTENNA.
FREQUENCY= 835 MHz. RADIATED POWER= 600 mW. TRUNCATION

FOR THEx-DIRECTION ALONE GIVES A MAXIMUM ERROR OF1.9%.
THE MAXIMUM ERROR FORALL THE CONSIDEREDCASES IS18%. THE

MAXIMUM ERRORS AREOBTAINED FOR MODELS C FOR THEy-DIRECTION

(61% TRUNCATION IN THE y-DIRECTION)

in the -direction, Fig. 2(d)]. As shown, the agreement of the
SAR distributions between the truncated models and the full
model is excellent. Results are shown in logarithmic scale so
that even the smallest SAR values near the truncation bound-
aries may also be shown. It is possible to observe that virtually
no reflection arises from either truncation, in the- or -direc-
tions.

Figs. 2 and 3 show the SAR variations for lines parallel to the
-axis passing through the two ears at the feed-point elevation

and 6 mm below the feed point, respectively for the four models
considered in Fig. 1 (“Full,” “Af,” “Cf,” and “CC”). Both SAR
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Fig. 2. SAR distributions on an imaginary line passing from ear to ear at the
feed-point elevation for the four models considered in Fig. 2 (“Full,” “Af,” “Cf,”
and “CC”). (a) Linear scale. (b) Logarithmic scale.

Fig. 3. SAR distributions on an imaginary line passing from ear to ear 6 mm
below the feed point for the four models considered in Fig. 2 (“Full,” “Af,” “Cf,”
and “CC”). (a) Linear scale. (b) Logarithmic scale.

lines are shown in linear and logarithmic scales so that both the
accuracy of the peak values and the details can be observed.
As shown, the accuracy of the results for the various truncated
head models is excellent. The accuracy of the SARs in all the
points of the truncated models is also evident from Fig. 4, where
the SAR for each cell of the models “Af,” “Bf,” and “Cf,” is
plotted as a function of the SAR for the full model at the same
cell. A perfect straight line at 45angle would give the perfect
agreement of the SAR in every location of the head model, and
the considered cases are remarkably close to the ideal case.

Table V shows the performance in terms of memory usage
and execution times at the frequency of 1900 MHz for the var-
ious truncated models in the- and -directions. The simula-
tions have been performed on a laptop computer equipped with

Fig. 4. SAR for each cell of the models “Af,” “Bf,” and “Cf” plotted as a
function of the SAR for the full model at the same cell. (a) “Af”: “Full.” (b)
“Bf”: “Full.” (c) “Cf”: “Full.”

TABLE V
MEMORY REQUIREMENTS ANDSIMULATION TIMES FORALL THE CONSIDERED

HEAD MODELS. FREQUENCY= 1900 MHz. SIMULATION TIMES FOR THE

835-MHz FREQUENCY AREAPPROXIMATELY TWICE THESEVALUES. DATA

REFERS TO ALAPTOPCOMPUTEREQUIPPED WITH APENTIUM II PROCESSOR

*: One additional model with truncation by 18% in the-direction from the top of the

head model needed a reduced memory of 11 Mb and an execution time of 1 min.

a Pentium II processor. The savings in both memory and execu-
tion times is remarkable. Memory savings on the order of 80%
and execution time reduction over 90% are achieved by using
the proposed method. At the frequency of 835 MHz, execution
times are approximately twice of these values. At the frequency
of 1900 MHz, it was possible to also truncate the top of the head
model by 18%. This led to a 1-min execution time (94% reduc-
tion) and 11-Mb memory usage (82% reduction) for this case,
still maintaining the error within 1%.

V. RADIATION PATTERN RESULTS

We have also calculated the radiation pattern in presence of
the human head model, and have compared the radiation pat-
terns of the considered cellular telephone in presence of the trun-
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Fig. 5. Radiation patterns for the “full” (line) and “truncated half” (*) models.
Frequency: 1900 MHz.

cated models and full model. Since a near-to-far-field transfor-
mation using the Green’s theorem has been implemented, the
scattering structure needs to be entirely enclosed in the surfaces
of the region used to calculate the equivalent currents. There-
fore, for the radiation pattern subroutine, an approximation has
been made where the fields calculated in the uncoupled region
of the head are considered to be in air. For radiation pattern cal-
culations, this corresponds to have physically terminated head
model, while the field components have been calculated in re-
ality by assuming absorbing layers in the missing part of the
model rather than air.

By using this method, it is found that no less than a half-trun-
cated model should be used to obtain accurate results. In reality,
the use of a half-truncated model corresponds to the actual use
of the electromagnetic field only in approximately one-third of
the model itself since six cells are used in immersing the head
model into the absorbing boundaries, and two cells of distance
between boundaries and surfaces for radiation pattern computa-
tion have been taken.

Figs. 5 and 6 compare the radiation patterns in the– -plane
for the full and truncated half-models at the frequency of 1900
and 835 MHz, respectively. As shown, in both cases, the agree-
ment is fairly good. By reducing more of the head model, we
have verified that the radiation pattern tends to distort, becoming
progressively closer to the free-space radiation pattern.

Execution times for these cases are approximately half of the
execution times for the full-model cases.

The approach can be successfully used in the design of new
cellular telephone antennas since many simulations, both for
SAR and radiation pattern, may be necessary to optimize the de-
signs. While for SAR calculations the savings in execution time
and computer memory are substantial, somewhat less saving (on
the order of a factor of two) are obtained for radiation pattern
simulations.

Fig. 6. Radiation patterns for the “full” (line) and “truncated half” (*) models.
Frequency: 835 MHz.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that by using a PML ABC it is possible to
considerably reduce the size of the FDTD space to be consid-
ered for cellular telephone simulations. Different from the previ-
ously proposed techniques, this method allows truncation along
all three axes. Reductions of the head volume down to 4% of the
original volume have been achieved, and memory savings of up
to 82% have been obtained. Execution times are consequently
no more than 7% of the original values. This approach makes
it possible to perform SAR simulations on a commonly avail-
able computer as opposed to a high-end workstation generally
required to handle the full simulations. When the radiation pat-
tern is also of interest, the truncated half-models provide better
accuracy. The method may be used for repetitive simulations
needed for optimized designs of antennas and personal wireless
devices.
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